Binding energy of muonium hydride is calculated variationally with wave function dependent exponentially on three interparticle distances. The lower bound for the dissociation energy into the hydrogen atom and muonium is obtained as 3.853 eV. Expectation values of the interparticle distances are also calculated.
The muonium hydride, a system consisting of the muonium atom and a hydrogen atom is, after the positronium hydride, an example of a four-particle neutral system. Its ground state has the same quantum numbers as the positronium hydride [1, 2] . The difference between the two systems is in the mass of the positron and that of the positive muon. The proton-positron mass ratio is mp/me = 1836.152701, the proton-muon mass ratio mp /mμ = 8.8802444 [3] .
The muon spin precession in magnetic field is well measured in solids and in liquids [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . Muonium is observed by means of its triplet state precession [5] . Muonium may become incorporated in a variety of molecules and chemical consequences of replacement of hydrogen by muonium in a molecule can be observed [6] . Therefore, consideration of muonium bound to a neutral atom with immobile nucleus can be investigated also as a system of considerable interest. We calculated the ground state of muonium hydride with a variational wave function, symmetrized in the coordinates of the two electrons of the molecule, as described previously [11] [12] [13] . The wave function was a linear combination of monomials in four interparticle distances with an overall exponential factor dependent on the three lepton distances from the most massive particle. The most massive particle was a proton in muonium hydride, HMu, a deuteron with mass and = 3670.483014me in DMu [3] , a triton with mass m t = 5496.918me in TMu [14, 15] , and an immobile proton in Ho.Mu. We used the corresponding reduced masses μr of the muon as shown in Table I . For the triton mass we used the larger of the two quoted [14] [15] [16] [17] (157) M. Suffczyński L. Wolniewicz values but this does not affect the value of the reduced mass within the digits retained by us. The values of the three nonlinear parameters in the exponential factor of the variational wave function were determined by extrapolation from Ref. [13] and then by successive trials.
The ground state energy was computed with a wave function comprising all monomials with the interparticle distance powers whose sum ω did not exceed 7, which gives 330 linear terms. Table I gives the computed ground state energy E of the muonic molecule, in atomic units, and the energy D, in eV, of dissociation into the hydrogen atom and muonium atom. For HMu we have got the lower bound of the dissociation energy D = 0.14159 a.u. = 3.853 eV. In Table II the calculated expectation values of the interparticle distances are displayed. The r 1 and r2 are the proton-electron distances, r 12 is the distance between the two electrons, r13 is the electron-muon and r3 -the electron-proton distance. Expectation values of the inverse distances (r-1 ) were computed in the calculation of the Coulomb potential energy of the system, with the 330-term wave function with optimized nonlinear parameters. Expectation values of the first positive power of distances (r) were computed with co < 6, i.e. with 210-term wave function. The results show that the muonium hydride is in its size similar to the neutral hydrogen molecule [13, 18] rather than to a positronium hydride [2] . The computations were performed in double precision on SPARC 2 computer, and an improvement of precision is desirable. The reservation has to be added that the trial wave function used to describe the muonium hydride may not be the best and a better wave function may give larger value of the dissociation energy and presumably smaller interparticle distances.
